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Learner Framework

The Springfield Anglican College’s Learner Framework plays  
a vital role in our curriculum. We consider these skills to be  

essential for our students’ future success and are committed  
to providing innovative opportunities for our young learners.

Prep to Year 6
Term 4 Snapshot

All students at The Springfield Anglican College are supported in their individual  
growth of academic, social and emotional development, and are encouraged to  

develop a mindset of striving to achieve their personal best. 

Through an authentic, innovative and challenging curriculum, students are provided  
valuable learning opportunities to become creative and critical thinkers. From Prep  
through to Year 6, students are supported in the continued development of their  

creativity, enthusiasm and love of learning.
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Prep

Mail Madness
How do we communicate?

Through investigation, inquiry and play Prep students have discovered new and exciting  
forms of communication this term. They have asked questions, listened to and participated in  

conversations and shared in rich literature including multimodal texts.  Prep students have  
enjoyed learning how to write letters with Max from “Dear Dinosaur” and Sunny from “Meerkat Mail”. 

The most exciting part of writing letters was hearing from Mrs Brewer, Mr Pitt and Santa Claus! 

Data Discoveries
What is data?

This term, Prep students shared their understanding of data through the 
creation of their very own data monsters. They collected data about themselves 
and represented it creatively. The students demonstrated a thorough 
understanding of data through this creative task.
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Programming Adventures
How does a robot move?

Year 1

Maths is all around us
Why do we need Mathematics?

Throughout Term 4, Year 1 students applied their understanding  
of adventure maps and coding to program a Blue Bot to navigate 

through an adventure map they had designed themselves. Students 
explored a range of adventure maps and used these to create their 
own original designs. As a group, they researched how floor robots 

move on different types of materials and used this knowledge  
to create obstacle squares. Students then wrote a code to move  
their Blue Bot through the adventure map. Our Year 1 students 

demonstrated tenacity and grit during these tricky tasks.

Year 1 students investigated how mathematics applies to their daily lives. Through  
guided investigations, explicit teaching, collaboration and hands-on play the students  

have discovered chance and probability, subtraction, capacity, volume and mass. They have 
demonstrated innovation and imagination during these exciting learning experiences. 
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Lively Lifecycles

Year 2 students demonstrated their knowledge and research skills this term through their investigation 
of lifecycles. To creatively display their data, the students produced digital posters using the online 
software Glogster. Glogster allowed the students to include four different types of data in their 
posters – images, text, numbers and sound.

Year 2

Look at how we have changed!
How did we live in the past?

In this exciting unit, Year 2 students were transported back in time to 
the 1800s. A visit to Wolston Farmhouse allowed students to compare 
objects from the past and investigate how people travelled, played 
and lived throughout history. Students role-played and wrote historical 
narratives depicting life in the past. 

Year 3

Strange Sounds
How can sound improve happiness and  
help save the creatures in Ngiri’s jungle?

Our Year 3 students immersed themselves in the Graham Base 
storybook, “Jungle Drums”. They investigated sound and 
examined the suitability of materials, components, tools and 
equipment for specific purposes. They then generated and 
produced their own musical instruments, sharing them at The 
Jungle Drums Expo. 
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Year 4

Fun Forces
How do forces move objects?

Year 5

Now you see it! 
How can the properties of light be affected?

This term Year 4 students investigated the effects of contact and non-contact 
forces on objects. They then applied this acquired knowledge to solve an 
authentic problem. Students discussed the impact of technology on their 
lives and identified the need for children to have screen free fun. They then 
worked in teams to build a cardboard arcade game. This required teams to 
work through the process of design, researching their ideas and testing 
solutions. Being mindful of sustainability, the Year 4 students were keen to 
construct their arcade games from re-purposed materials, creating a fun 
cardboard arcade for parents and students to experience together.

In this unit, Year 5 students investigated the properties of light and the 
formation of shadows. They planned investigations by posing questions, 
making predictions, and following and developing investigations. They 
explored the role of light in everyday objects and devices and considered 
how improved technology has changed and affected our lives. Students 
researched scientists and shared the impact their inventions have had on the 
lives of people today.  

Buddies

Throughout the year, Year 5 students have visited Prep and  
Year 1 as part of our buddy program. These visits promote  

friendship, responsibility, collaboration and a sense of  
community and are valued and enjoyed by all of the students. 
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Made from Scratch!

Year 6

Marvellous Microorganisms
How do scientists ensure their results are relevant to their investigations?

Year 6 students were asked to develop a game using the  
visual coding platform Scratch. Their mind-blowing creations 

demonstrated innovation, creativity and critical and 
computational thinking that was well beyond expectations. 

This term Year 6 students have explored the environmental conditions that affect the growth  
and survival of living things and in particular, mould.  From this investigation, students were  

able to recommend actions to limit the effect of mould in their own household. 
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